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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years, the feedback stabilization theory for parabolic partial 
differential equations has made rapid progress. All results concerning the 
problem have been obtained under the feedback law such that sensors, 
controllers, or both should be constructed in the domain where the 
differential equation is described [ 1,2,8-l 1, 131. So far as the author knows, 
the problem has not been solved yet under the assumption that both sensors 
and controllers are located on the boundary. Recently, to overcome the 
difficulty in this scheme, a new feedback scheme including a finite- 
dimensional functional observer of Luenberger type [ 8 1 has been proposed 
by Fujii [ 31. He has applied the new scheme to the problem and stabilized 
the system just under the above assumption. His functional observer9 
however, contains feedback terms of convolutional type, which seems 
inevitable as far as the functional observer is ,considered within the 
framework of a finite-dimensional equation. 
In this paper we investigate the stabilization of typical heat equation in the 
case of interior observation and boundary feedback. The equation has state 
u(t, .I, input f(t) = K(O,..., J&)1, and observation (output) CO(~) = 
[ (u(t, a), w,),..., (~(t, B), wN)]. In this feedback scheme, it has been assumed so 
far that the weighting functions wk of the sensors can be freely constructed, 
especially by linear combinations of finitely many eigenfunctions associated 
with the elliptic equation. This assumption, however, cannot always be 
satisfied. Our situation here is that these functions only satisfy some 
algebraic conditions and cannot even be designed by a finite number of 
eigenfunctions (except in Section 5). Under these weaker conditions, we seek 
to construct a functional observer (state v(r), input g(tj, output $(t)) such 
that, on coupling by setting f = $ and g = w, we can stabilize the evolution of 
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u. Since this is an infinite-dimensional equation, convolutional feedback 
terms are avoided. In Section 2, some operator equation is considered. In 
Section 3, the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the feedback control 
system is discussed. In Section 4, sufficient conditions for the stabilizability 
are presented, which contain the well-known observability and controllability 
conditions for the system. In Section 5, a result stronger than that in 
Section 4 is shown when a more strict condition is imposed on the sensors. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout the paper, R will denote a connected bounded domain in an 
m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm, and r the boundary of G, consisting of 
a finite number of (m - I)-dimensional C” hypersurfaces. (T and r will 
denote linear differential operators in Q and on r given by 
and 
respectively. Here, a/&r indicates the outer normal derivative. q(x) is a 
Holder continuous function on fi, and a(c) belongs to C’(T), satisfying 
0 ,< a(t) < 1 and a(<) f 1 on r. Let A denote the smallest closed extension of 
the operator 0 in L*(G) accompanied by the homogeneous boundary 
condition tu = 0. Then, the operator A is self-adjoint. The inner products in 
L*(Q) and in L*(r) will be denoted by ( , ) and ( , )r, respectively. 
Henceforth, all norms will be L ‘(.R), or Y(L ‘($2); L’(J2)), norms, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
The control system which we wish to stabilize is given by 
(2.1) 
Here, hk(c) indicate the controllers, andf,(t) the inputs. We assume a finite 
number of observations (outputs) in 52 given by 
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where wk indicate the weighting functions in L*(L?). The object of this paper 
is to determine a suitable construction for fk(t), 1 < k < M, via a functional 
observer in order to obtain stability in a specified sense (4.5) below. 
As is well known [4, 51, there exists a set of eigenpairs (--A;, $ii} of the 
operator A satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) inf,,,-q(x)~~,<~,<...<li<...,limi-co~i=OO. 
(ii) Each #ij satisfies the equation 
Atiij = -/li#ij. i> 1, l<j<mi (< co). 
(iii) The set {#ii} forms a complete orthonormal system in L*(Q). 
The largest eigenvalue -;1, is assumed to be positive. For each d G p(A) = 
G\a(A), the resolvent (A - A)-’ is explicitly given by 
The semigroup etA generated by A is analytic in t > 0, and is expressed by 
Choose a constant c > 0 so as to satisfy inf,,,- q(x) + e > 0, and set A, = 
A - c. As usual, fractional powers of A, are defined and expressed in terms 
Of 14ijl: 
A”u = eiTa 2 $J (Ai + c)~ (24, qiij) @ij(.), C uEQ(A;), aEW’. 
i=l j=l 
In the case where GI < 0, G?(Ar) is of course equal to L*(Q). 
LEMMA 2.1 [ 111. Set Tl = (<E fi cc(c) = 1) and T2 = r\T,. Suppose 
that u E H*(B) satisfies the conditions 
Then, u belongs to G3(A~‘“-‘) for E > 0. 
Remark. We may replace the condition u E H’(Q) by the conditions 
that u E C’(Q) f7 C’(a) and that GU is bounded on 0. 
The controllers h, are assumed to belong to Czi y(T), 0 < y < 1, satisfying 
h, = 0 on rl and g&EL*(&). (2.3) 
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As is well known in the elliptic theory, there exist vk E C’(Q) n C’(fi) 
whieh satisfy 6, ly, = 0, and ZI,U~ = -h,.. It is clear from Lemma 2.4 that 
yk E G(Af’4-’ ). Set a = 4 + E and x(t) = A;“u(t, .). Suppose that a solution 
~(t, x) of (2.1) is such that u(t, .) E C’(.Q) n C’(a) for each t > 0 and that 
au(t, x) is continuous and bounded on (ti, tJ x R for each 0 < t, < t,. Then, 
x(t) belongs to g(A), and in exactly the same way as that in [ 111, (2.1) is 
transformed to an equation in L*(a), 
$x(t) = Ax(r) + ? fk(t) A:‘4-‘yk, 
k5I 
x(0) =x0 =A,%o, (2.4) 
where d/dt indicates the differentiation with respect to t in L’(0). 
We are now in a position to construct our functional observer. Let H be 
an infinite-dimensional real or complex Hilbert space, and /i a positive- 
definite self-adjoint operator in H. It is assumed that II satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) The spectrum u(A) consists only of the point spectrum; i.e., 
o(A)= {Pl,&,“‘J, O</.$<P*<..*, lim pi = co. 
i+ffi 
(ii) Let vii, i> 1, 1 <j< ni (< US), denote the eigenvectors associated 
with pi, i.e., &rii =,uiylij. Then, the set (rij} forms a complete orthonormal 
system in H. 
Our functional observer is a hyperbolic differential equation in H described 
by 
where tk, akv and Pk indicate controllers in H. A function v(t) is called a 
solution of (2.5) if it satisfies 
u(.) E P(lR\; G-(/i l/*)) n C(R\ ; c&iL/*)), 
~~(.)EC’(IR:;H)nC(~:;H), 
and (2.5), where ‘R: = (0, co), and R\ = [0, co). Let us specifyfk(t) in (2.1) 
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and (2.5). Firstly, let pk and pi, 1 < k < M, be elements in B(A) and 
D (A I”), respectively. Set 
In the sequel a symbol (v, P*)~, for instance, will often be used instead of 
co1 [ (21, p;>, . . = (v, ~a)~]. Other similar notations will be self-explanatory. 
Then,f,(t) are defined as the outputs of the observer (2.5); 
f(t) = cOl[.f,(t) ... fM(t)] = (1 + 0-1 {(z(t),np’j, t (d(t), f&]. (3.6) 
Here, we have assumed without loss of generality that (1 t T)-’ exists. (See 
the end of the next section.) Thus, our control system has become a closed 
loop system described by (2.1), (2.5), and (2.6). 
To reduce (2.5) to an equation of the first order in the product space 
A? = .@(A I”) x H, we set 
w’(t) = $ v(t) - 5 fk@) ak, 
k=l 
z(t) = 
If elk E &3(A’~*), (2.5) is reduced to 
iz(t) =Bz(t) + F (&x(t), w/o 
k?l 
z(0) = zo = 00 
01 - c:z L u&k(O) ak I ’ 
where B indicates a closed operator in 3 defined by 
B= 
0 1 [ 1 -A 0 ’ B(B) = 62(A) x G&4 liz)s 
Clearly, a(B) is equal to (f &i; I > l), and B generates 
continuous group etB expressed by 
e* - 
cos tA’f2 * - l/2 sin tA II2 - 
-A 112 sin tA II2 cos tA”2 1 ) &E IF?‘. 
1 9 (2.7) 
a strongly 
Under these assumptions, we have 
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=(vJ&+ ( Q’- 5 [(l + q-’ i(u,nP’),+(v’,P’)H}lja,,P:) j=l H 
=(u,&:)H+ CV’vP:)H- 5 [Cl + r>-’ {“‘llj(cLJ~P~)H~ 
j=l 
that is, 
(z,p)op”=(~,~P1)~+(~‘,P2)H--T(~ +T)-‘k.1 
= (1 + z-)-l ((2,-4p1)H+ (u’,p2)H} =f. 
If v,, E G?(A) and 2r, E 5&4 ‘j2), there exists the unique z,, E G(B) satisfying 
the initial condition in (2.7). In fact, z,, should satisfy 
z. = vo 
[ I 
- 
01 
5 Cz03Pj>R O 
j=l [ I 
. 
OLj 
It is easily examined that the only solution of the above equation is given by 
The rest of this section is devoted to some operator equation. Set 
cx= f (A,“x, Wk) 
0 [ I 5k ’ x E Q(A,“). (2.8) k=l 
Let us find a solution X of an operator equation XA - BX= C. In the case 
where A or B is a bounded operator, the equation was solved by Rosenblum 
[ 121. Unfortunately, this is not our case. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists the unique solution X E Y(L 2(f2); R) of the 
operator equation XA - BX= C. The solution X is expressed by 
X=&j (B -,I-’ C(A -I)-’ dd, 
r 
(2.9) 
where r denotes the contour defined by (A = u + iz; a = -a ) 5) + b, 7 E R ’ }, 
-1, < b < a A, being oriented according to increasing Im A. 
Proof. To begin with, we will show the uniqueness. For this, we only 
have to prove that C = 0 implies X = 0. It is easily seen that the equation 
XA - BX = 0 implies that 
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Multiplying both sides of the above equation by e” and integrating along the 
contour r yield 
’ X d)L = $ j e’*‘X(A - a)- ’ dA, t > 0. 
I- 
Note that I@? -A)-’ jjx< const(1 + ] A I)- ’ in the left-hand sector with the 
boundary r. Clearly the left-hand side of the above equation vanishes. 
Therefore, 
Xe’” =-&J et*X(A -A)-’ d,l = 0. 
r 
Since eiA strongly converges to 1 as t 1 0, we conclude that X = 0. 
In the next place, we show that X given by (2.9) satisfies the equation. 
Deline X, as 
et-‘@ -A)-’ C(A -A)-’ dA, t > 0. 
The operator A;(4 - A)-’ is an analytic function of A, and has an estimate 
IIAEV - W’ll < , const( 1 + 1 Al)“- ’ in the right-hand sector of r. Thus. for 
each u E L’(Q), C(A - A)-’ u is analytic and its norm has a similar upper 
bound in the same sector. These imply that X, converges to X in norm as 
t J 0, and that 
X,A--IiX,=$f e’.~(B-i)-‘C/l+~(A-~)-‘}d~ 
*r 
-&j e’.3(1+~(B-31)-*}C(A--1)-*d~ 
r 
=-&J e’-‘C(A --A)-’ d/l on B(A). 
r 
Choose a point 6 E p(A) on the left-hand side of r, and set u = (‘4 - 6)-’ x 
for each u E Q(A). Then, 
X,Au-BX,u=g/ ef.~C(A-~)-‘(A-6)-‘xd~ 
r 
-1 - 
=- 
2ni _( e”‘c 
(A -/I-’ -(A -6)-’ xd~ 
r A-6 
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by the Cauchy integral formula. According to the estimate for C(A - 1))’ x, 
letting t 1 0 implies that 
X,Au-B&u+-- 
1 _ c(A-l)-‘x~~+Cu 
J 27ci r A-6 
It is easily seen that the first term of the right-hand side of the above relation 
vanishes. Since B is a closed operator, we conclude that XU E @(B) and that 
BXu = XAu - Cu. Q.E.D. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
Our aim in this section is to investigate the existence and the uniqueness 
of solutions of the control system (2.1), (2.9, and (2.6). Substituting f(t) = 
(z(t), p& into (2.4) and (2.7), we arrive at the integral equations 
A,“x(t) = AFe’.4x, + $, jofA~e(f-““(z(s),p,),AE’4-‘(u, ds, 
and 
z(t) = e’Bzo + 2 J’ e”-S’B(A,“x(s), W,J [ FJ ds 
k=l 0 
+ kil (,i eU-s)B(z(S), PklX [FE] ds. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
In fact, the definition of solutions of (2.5) implies that z(.) E C’(R: ;Z)n 
C(R\ ;R). On the basis of (3.1) and (3.2), we construct the solutions of our 
control system. In the rest of the section, -we omit the sign C of summation 
and the subscript k for simplicity. Set y(t) =A,“x(t), y = col[a,8], and c= 
col[O cl. Let x0 belong to g(A,“). By the familiar successive approximations 
in the product space L’(O) xX, (3.1) and (3.2) are uniquely solved with 
respect to y(t) and z(t), both of which are continuous for t > 0 in L*(Sl) and 
Z, respectively. Furthermore, in the case where x0 E .@(A:), /I > a, and 
z0 E g(B), y(t) and z(t) are continuously differentiable for t > 0 in each 
space, and satisfy 
y’(t) = AefAAFxo + A;etA(zo,p)dVA:‘4-Ety 
+ .tA~e(f-s’A(z’(~),~)~A~~J--E~d~, 
J (3.3) 0 
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and 
z’(t) = efB{Bzo + (zo,P)z7 + ty,, w) Q 
+ it ,(f-SW iv(s), PI2IJ + !Y’fSh w) 0 & (3.4) 
-0 
respectively. Also, estimates 11 we’ll, 11 z’(t)llz < const t -” +a-5) hold in the 
neighborhood of t = 0. Applying these estimates to (3.4) again, we have a 
refined estimate [I z’(t)jlX< const. Setting x(t) = A;“y(t), multiplying both 
sides of (3.3) by A;“, and integrating imply 
.t 
x(t) = etAxO + 
IJ I 
esA ds (zo, ~)~Af’~-“v 
0 
-I- (z’(s), p)xAz’4-“~ ds. (3.5.) 
It is easily seen that x(t) in (3.5) satisfies (2.4) withf(t) = (z(t), p),. As for 
z(t), we derive from (3.4) 
z(t)=efBzo+ :e’“((r,,p),yi(y,,w)ijds 
J 
+ ‘ds 
I ! 
.t--s 
P {(z’(s), P)~P- + (Y’(S), w)Cj dr. 
0 
o (3.6) 
In the same way, z(t) in (3.6) satisfies (2.7) withf(t) = (z(t), P)~ 
Our result in this section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. The coupled differential equations (2.1) (2.Q and (2.6) 
haue the unique sofuti~lu; ti(t, x) and v(t) for each M, E $?Z(Af), S > 0, 
v. E @(A), and v, E g(A”‘). Here, the solutions are considered within a 
class of functions having the following properries: 
(i) u(t, -) E C’(Q) n C’(a) f or each t > 0, and ou(t, .) is continuous 
and bounded on the cylindrical domain (t,) tz) x ~2 for each 0 < t, < t, . 
(ii) v(-) E C’(iR\ ; @(11l’*)) r~ C(R!+ ; ~(LI”~)), and (d/dt) v(+) 6 
C1(IR\;H)nC(R!+;H). 
Proof. Uniqueness will be clear in the preceding context. First of all, we 
consider v(t). Since z(.) E C’(I?+ ;R) n C(R!+ ; g(B)) under our initial 
conditions, it follows that u(-) E Cl@: ; GT(ri*‘*)) and w(.) E C’(R?+ ; H). 
Furthermore, the equation v’ = w  + (z, ~)~a implies that v’(.) E C’([F?\ ; H). 
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and therefore (2.5) holds. Here we have set u(t) = A,“x(t). Let us turn to u(t). 
We observe an elementary relation 
J 
t 
0 
Then, (3.5) yields 
u(t) = etAuO + I et* - 1 -c (z. 3 PL w 
.t “t-s 
-I- 
J I 
e(t-s)A -1-C e’” dr (z’(s), p)P y ds 
0 J 0 I 
= fl(O + f?(t) +x3@). 
It follows from [5] that fi(r) E C*(G), t > 0, that u-,(t) is continuous and 
bounded on (t,, f2) x J2, and that 
(3.7) 
As for the second term, since ry E C’(Q) n C’(s), it follows from [5, 
Theorem 2.3 1 that fi(t) E C’(0) n C’(D), t > 0, that uf2(t) is continuous and 
bounded on (tli t2) x 0, and that 
=ue*“(z,,p),y-c 
.I 
u fesd ds+ 11 (zo,p)xv=uf2(t), 
-0 I 
r&(t) = -(zo,P)~v = (Zo9P)*h f*(O) = 0. (3.8) 
We have to show Holder continuity of (z’(t), p)# to examine f3(t). Let us 
return to (3.4). Considering the inner product of z’(t) and p, and noting that 
(e”)* = eetB, t E R ‘, we find that 
(z’(t),PldP= (Bz, + Go, P)X-vy + ho, w> 5, e-“p>2= 
+ J 1 ((z’(s), P)~ y + (Y’(S), NJ) L e-‘t-S’Bp)z ds. 
The first term belongs to C’(lR ‘). In fact, we have e-“p E C’(lR ‘;Z), since 
p E G(B). The second term belongs to C’(lR\), and its derivative is 
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Noting an estimate (( v’(t)11 < const tPfiinPD) in the neighborhood of t = 0, 
we find that (z’(.),P)~E C*-“(L’$). Let us now express f,c) as f3i(t) - 
f32(t) -f33(t). Holder continuity of (z’(t), p)# w(x) in p!+ X R implies that 
f3’(t) E C”(G) n Cl@), t > 0, that uf3’(t) is continuous and bounded on 
(0, T) X S2, T being an arbitrary time, and that 
~f310 =uf31W + (Z’(O,P),pW @3*(t) = 0, f31(0) = 0. 
f32(t) is equal to { (z(t),p)x- (zO,p)J ye, As for f33(t), integration by parts 
shows that 
f33(t) = -c 1: esA ds(z,, P)~ y + c if e(f-s)A(z(s), p);py ds. 
-0 
In the same way, we find that f33(t) E C’(a) n C’(G), t > 0, that of&j is 
continuous and bounded on (0, T) x R, and that 
We have all together 
~f33(0 = 0, f33W = 0. 
$ m = (f&t)3 v3f3(t) = worddl”- (z,, ~b4 k f3w = 0. (3.9) 
Thus, Eqs. (3.7) to (3.9) yield (2.1) with f(t) replaced by (2.6). It is clear 
that u(t) satisfies all the required conditions. Q.E.D. 
4. STABILIZATION 
In the previous sections we have shown how our control system is treated 
in the abstract spaces. In this section we will prove the stability property of 
solutions of (2.1). The operator X in (2.9) will play an important role. 
Throughout the section we assume additional conditions on the operators A 
and A: 
505/43/X? 
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(i) There exists a sequence of positive integers k, < k, < . . - , ki -+ co, 
such that 
Ai < iql and pki < iq2 as i-*a, (4.1) 
where q, and q2 indicate positive constants. 
(ii) There exist positive constant a, and nonnegative constant r such 
that 
inf ]pukj - ,u~,/ > a, exp(-i’) 
j+i (4.2) 
for each i> 1. 
(iii) (‘i+l + ni)a 
Ai+l-ili 
exp{-d(&+ 1 + A,)} --t 0 as i-+ co for each 6>0. 
(4.3) 
Note that these assumptions are quite weak ones. 
Let QP indicate an unbounded operator in L’(0) given by 
@,U = f F exp(i”) U,#,(‘), 
i=l,% 
uij = (“9 #ij>Y P > O* 
@(Qp) consists of all elements u satisfying Ci,j exp(2iP) 1 uii12 < co. Before 
stating our main result, let us define some matrices as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the operators A and A satisfy’ (4.1) to (4.3). 
Let J be an integer such that ;1, > 0. Suppose further that the conditions 
rank Hi = rank Wi = mi, l,<i<J-1, 
rank p -N, 
(4.4) 
u/q - i> 1, 
hold. Suppose finally that wk E ~2(@~), 1 <k ,< N, with p satisfying 
p > r + 1. Then, there exist vectors 
Yk = Pk= l<k<M, 
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and consequently a constant c, > 0, which ensure an estimate 
ll~(~ll G ma43ll+ II~“2~ollH + Il~iIllHI~ f>O, (4.5) 
for each solution u(t,x) of (2.1), where c1 depends on 6. 
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the theorem. We note that 
yk are, in fact, given by XAzl”- Evk, and that the choice of pa are dependent 
on and made clear after Lemma 4.3 below. The following proposition 
constitutes the key to the theorem, and is in itself interesting. The proof wib. 
be given in the end of the section. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let E, be a subspace of L’(Q) spanned by ~ij, 1 < i < 
J - 1, 1 < j < m,. Then, under the same assumptions as those in 
Theorem 4.1, we have an inclusion relation 
To determine the controllers pk, we need the following. 
LEMMA 4.3. Defme a bounded operator D in L’(Q) as 
Dx = : (x, yk) A;‘4-E~Yk, 
Cl 
14.6 j 
(4.1) 
where vk have already been defined in Section 2. If rank Hi = mi, 1 < i < 
J - 1, there exist y, ,..., yM E E, such that the spectrum of A $ D satisJies 
Reo(A+D)<--K 
Jar a given ICI 0 < ic < lJ. The operator A + D generates an analytic 
semigroup erCA +D’, t > 0. 
ProoJ: The last statement is well known [S], since D is a bounded 
operator. Since ocvk = 0 and rwk = -h,, Green’s formuIa implies that 
Let Yi, i > 1, indicate the matrices whose (j, k) component is given by 
(A ~‘4-cVk, #ij) = einW4-4(~i + C)3/4-~ I&. Since rank Hi = mi, the above 
relations yield rank Vi = m,, 1 < i <J - 1. Therefore, the assertion of the 
lemma is nothing but the well-known feedback stabilization result in L*(Q) 
12,131. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. If the perturbations 6y, of yk are sufficiently small in L’(D), 
the spectrum of the operator A + Cy= I (., yk + dy,J A f’4-E~k is still 
completely contained in the left half plane. 
Choice of pk. Choose a set of ( y1 ,..., yM} as stated in Lemma 4.3. 
According to Proposition 4.2, it is possible to choose pk E G’(B), 1 < k < A4, 
such that X*p, - yk in L2(G). The operator in (4.7) with yk replaced by 
X*pk is still denoted by D without any confusion. As stated in the above 
remark, pk can be chosen so that a(A + D) can remain in the left half plane. 
Therefore, fractional powers (A + D)“, w E If?‘, can be defined by the 
operational calculus [6]. Then, we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) rf 0 < (x < min(o, l), then the operator A$l + D)-” 
is bounded. 
(ii) If0 < w  < min(,& l), then (A + 0)” A;” is bounded. 
ProojI The first part has been proved in [IO]. The proof of the second 
part can be carried out in the same way as that for (i) by applying the 
moment inequality for (A + 0)” to the integral expression of A,‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. If0 < a ( 1, then JjA;e’(“tD’JI belongs to L’(lR:). 
ProoJ Take w  satisfying a < w  < 1. Then, 
I(A;e’(“tD’(I <\<((A:@ + D)-“11 jl(A + 0)” e’(A+D)(j, t > 0. 
As is well known, there is a constant K > 0 which guarantees an estimate 
II@ + W’ e t(A+D)I( < const$, t > 0. 
Therefore, the assertion of the lemma is obvious. Q.E.D. 
With the above preparations, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is straightforward. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. With the above choice of yk and pk, let us proceed 
to the stability problem. Multiplying both sides of (2.4) by X, we have 
$Xx(t) = X/lx(t) + -F 
kc, 
(z(t), p/J&Y y4 -5yk. 
Subtracting (2.7) from this equation, and noting Theorem 2.2, we obtain 
$ (Xx(t) - z(t)) = B(Xx(t) - z(t)), Xx(O)--(0)=Xx,-z,, 
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which yields the expression Xx(t) -z(f) = e”(Xxo - zo), t > 0. 
Equation (2.4j is rewritten as 
; x(t) = Ax(t) + 
which leads to an integral equation 
u(t) = A~x(t) 
= -4aef(.A +D)Xo + c c k~l J,, A; e(r--s)(AtD)(esB(~o - Xx,),p,),A~‘“-‘y/, ds. 
(4.8) 
The first term of (4.8) is decomposed as Az(A + 0))” (A +DjW 
et(A+D)A-(Ct+6)/fa+8xo =A”@ + D)-” . et(A +D) i (A + D)wA,ia+?4;u,, 
u < ce <‘a + 6. Gere, we h&e used the relation @(d;f ‘“) c O((A + D)“) 
derived from Lemma 4.4. Thus, it follows that the first term does not have a 
singularity at t = 0: 
t > 0. 
As for the second term, we note that j(esB J(~Cz~‘;w^) = I, s E IR ‘. Therefore, 
Lemma 4.5 implies that the norm of the second term is upper bounded by 
const [jzO - Xx,[I, for t > 0. In view of the expression of z0 in Section 2. 
li.z,\k is upper bounded by const(lj~‘%,,IIH + (IL~~/~\. Q.E.D. 
For completion of Theorem 4.1, we are now going to prove 
Proposition 4.2. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Since RanX* = (Ker X)‘, we have to show 
that Ker X c E: = (U E L*(a); (u, #ij) = 0, i < J - 1). Let u be an arbitrary 
element in Ker X. Since X, in Theorem 2.2 converges to X in norm as t 1 0, 
we find that 
l u, wk)(B - A)- ’ ck dA = 0, 
where Ck = col[O <,I. Set 
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and set R, = (A,,+, + 432 ad r, = @n+l -A,)/2 for large n. Let C, be the 
circle centered at the origin with radius R, in the complex plain. Let r,, be 
the arc of C,, inside the left-hand sector with the boundary F‘, and r, the 
finite part of r inside C,. We will estimate I&(A)/ on r,,. By noting that 
II +&I >r,, LET,, i> 1, the expression of (A --A)-’ in Section 2 implies 
that /(A - A)-’ 11 ,< r; ‘, 1 E r,, . The moment inequality [6 1 for A, gives 
ll4w -WI1 < constI(A,(A --A)-‘Ila&l -A)-‘/I’-” 
~constIIl+(~-c)(A--)-‘I)“II(A-il)-’II’-” 
< const R:/rr, ner, 
for large n. Thus, If&)( also have estimates similar to the above on r,. 
Calculating the residues of efa&(A)(B --A)-’ ck at the poles encircled by the 
closed contour r,v r,, , we have 
ti,, $I 
e”fk(A)(B -A)-’ Ck dA 
” 
= -eina jj 5 2 e-fai(A.i + c)” uuwb(B + Ai)-l 5,. 
k=1 i=l j=1 
In view of (4.3), the above integral converges to X,u when n--t co, and 
subsequently letting t 1 0 gives a relation 
i c (& 4 c)” u,w;(B + A,)-’ Ck = 0. 
k=l i,j 
(4.9) 
Set 8&, = fi-’ col[q,, f&iql,], I > 1, 1 < m < n,. It is easy to see that 
the set {19&} forms a complete orthonormal system in Z and that SS.$ = 
+\/i;Tis~. Since B is skew self-adjoin& i.e., B* = -B, we have 
Therefore, applying f?k to both sides of (4.9), we obtain 
for I> 1, 1 < m < n,. Since rank Ski = N, the above equations imply 
fk(f d&j? = ‘? 1 ,<k,<N, i> 1. (4.10) 
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From now on, we may replace ki by 1 in (4.10) for simplicity. Then, (4.10) is 
equivalent to 
Set 
e - ha 
z+ =_,A,“(@ + ai)-’ f (A - Ai)-‘} wk, Ik 
and 
,-imet 
r;= 
-2 vZi 
&?{(A + Ai>-’ - (A - Ai)-‘} wk. 
Then, (4.11) is rewritten as 
uIsp{t:,;l,<k<iv,I>l}. 
rk and r; can be identified with the row vectors in 1’ 
(4.12) 
wQ;i,j4) and (&(&+c)~~~;i,j-+), 
respectively. Let 6, # 0, 12 1, be any convergence factors such that 
C;“=r (6,1* < co. Let us define an operator H in 1* as 
H= 
Clearly, H is bounded. (Even if we replace r; by rk in (4.13), the proof 
below is not changed.) If we identify u with a vector (ullur2 . . . uij . ..j E 1’: 
it follows from (4.12) that Hu = 0. By noting that wk E %(@,), H can be 
expressed by the product of two bounded operators F and W: 
H=FW, 
[ 
4 
F= A:+& 
i -+ 1, 2,... 
expW)k l 1 1, 2,.s. I y (4.14) 
W = diag[. . . (Ai + c)* exp(i”j W; ...I, p>s>r+l, 
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where I,,, is, the N x N unit matrix,, and Wi is the transpose of Wi. We wish 
to prove that Ker F = (O).’ To prove this, an auxiliary lemma is needed. Let 
P, denote the projection operator in 1’ corresponding to the finite- 
dimensional subspace ((x, . .. x, 0 0 . . s); xi E C), and let Q, = 1 - P, . 
LEMMA 4.6. Let V be in Y(l’; I’). Suppose that A,, = P, VP, has the 
bounded inverse A;’ as an aperator in the subspace P,12 for each n. If 
IIP,A,‘P, ~QA,,,;,, is uniformly bounded with respect to n, then we have 
Ker VC Qn,12. 
ProoJ: Set 
n 
e, = (0 -em OTO em-). 
A set of linear combinations of finitely many e,, n > 1, is denoted by 8. B is 
clearly dense in 1’. For any x in 8;we have Q,x = O,when-n is sufficiently 
large. Therefore, 
P,A ; ‘P, VQ, -+ 0 as n+ 00 on 8. 
In view of our ,assumption, the.Banach-Steinhaus theorem [ 61 can .be applied 
to the operators P,OA;‘P, VQ, to prove that the above convergence is ‘also 
.’ valid on 12. Since A;‘P,, VP,x = A;lP, VP,P$ = P,x, we find that 
P,,A,‘P, Vx = P,OA,‘P, VP,x + P,OA,lP, VQ,x 
-F pnox as n--+a, 
for each x E I”. Therefore, if Vk = 0,’ it follows from the above convergence 
that PnOx = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let us apply Lemma 4.6 to the operator F. An operator in P,,12 can be 
identified with an n x n matrix. Note that the matrix A,, = P,,FP,, has the 
inverse for each n. To see this, let F, denote the n x n matrix whose (i, j) 
’ Set a, = (6,(Af +pJ’ exp(--is); i-t 1, 2 ,...) E 12, p= 1, 2 ,.... Then, this relation is 
equivalent to sp (a,, p > 1 } = ?, which is in fact of the same type as that of the Szasz theorem 
(Math. Ann. 77 (1916), 482-4961. But, using his method, we encounter a difficulty in 
calculating the determinants of the matrices with the entries (a,, a,). This is because we 
cannot expect such expressions as (a,, a,) = (b, + cq)-’ for any p and q. Thus, we will 
develop a new technique here. 
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component is given by (,If + ,ui)-r exp(--j”) Si. Then, straightforward 
computation shows that 
Also, the cofactor of F, is given by 
Therefore, we have 
Hence, the (j, k)-block of AzPP,,FQ,, is calculated as 
= pj;‘I*,, 1 <.i<n, n+l<k. 
Let tiI) be an arbitrary positive integer. If CJ”, CF= ,!+, 1~;:’ 1’ is proved to be 
uniformly bounded with respect to n > n,, Lemma 4.6 implies that 
Ker F c Q,,VZ2. In view of (4.1) and (4.2), p$’ are estimated as follows: 
Set 
9 = maxG%, ,q,) and 
Then, 
< 
4nn2qn f 1 
expfrt’(n - l)} 
exp(-ks-‘) exp(ni -k’ + k*-‘j 
(a, arl n: +,u, A; +pu, 
< const ~“Pz’~“+~ exp{n’(n - l)\ 
exp(-kS-‘) 
WP, 
exp{-(n + ij’ + (n + ljXP’)~ 
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Here, we have set a = 4(a, az)-‘. Taking (4.1) into account, we estimate 
2 ? -I,$))* 
j=l k=%+* 
< const u2nn2(2qn+ I) exp 2{-(n + 1)” + (IZ + I),-l + n’(n - l)} 
exp(-2ks- ‘) x 2+1 tG+P1)2 
< const a2nn2(2qn + ‘) exp 2{-n(n + l)‘-’ + n’(n - l)} 
as n + co. The right-hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as 
IZ + co. In fact, noting that s > r + 1, we need only observe that the following 
relation is valid: 
log{a2”n2’29”+” exp 2(-n(n + l)‘--l + n’(n - I)}) 
=2nloga+2(2qn+ l)logn-2n(n+ I)“-‘+2n’(n- 1) 
-+--co as n-tax 
Thus we find that Ker F c Q,,l’. By recalling that n, is arbitrary, this 
relation immediately implies that Ker F = (0). 
Now let us return to (4.14). Since FWu = 0, we have Wu = 0, which is 
equivalent to 
= 0, i> 1. 
Since rank Wi = mi, 1 < i < J - 1, the above equations imply that uij = 0, 
1 < i< J- 1, 1 <j,< mi, which is nothing but (4.6). This completes the 
proof of Proposition 4.2, and thus Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. In Section 2, we have assumed that (1 + 2”)’ exists. In the 
case where det(1 + 7’) = 0, let pk be replaced by (1 + E) pk, E # 0. Then, T 
and X*pp, are replaced by (1 + E) T and (1 + E) X*p,, respectively. If ( E 1 is 
sufficiently small, (1 + (1 + E) T)-’ exists. Also, small perturbations eX*p, 
to the operator A + D do not affect our stabilization argument. Therefore, we 
may always assume that (1 + 7’)-’ exists. 
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5. SOME REMARKS ON STABILIZATION 
In this section we will show a result stronger than Theorem 4.1 in the case 
where M$ = (wk, #jj) can be assumed to be zero for sufficiently large i. In 
such a case, a functional observer considered instead of (2.5) is a lumped 
parameter system described by 
z(0) =zo. (5.1) 
Here, B indicates a given Q x Q normal matrix. It is assumed that the 
spectrum a(B) lies in the left half plane and that o(A) no(B) = 0. Let 
{,ui, 0,; 1 < i <P, 1 < j < ni} denote the eigenpairs satisfying 
(i) pffpk? i#k, 
(ii) B8, = ~iBij, 
(iii) {f3,} forms an orthonormal basis in Ca. 
The inner product in CQ is denoted by ( , )Q. The resolvent (B -A)- ’ is 
expressed by 
(B - A)-’ Z = I$ Jg, & (Z, ‘ij)Q 8ijT A#&, zECQ. 
Feedback termsf,(t) are defined by 
.fk([) = +ft), Pk)Q 3 l<k<M. (5.2) 
We will investigate the control system (2.1), (5.1), and (5.2). This time we 
do not assume (4.3). Set Cx = Cb, (,4:x, wk) ck. The unique solution 
X E Y(L2(2); CQ) of the operator equation X4 - BX = C on B(A) is given 
by X = (-2ni)-’ Jr (B - A)-’ C(A - A)- * d1, where r indicates a rectifiable 
Jordan contour encircling only o(B), being oriented counterclockwise. 
Corresponding to Proposition 4.2, we have the following assertion. Since the 
proof is fairly simplified, we omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that wfj= 0, i > K, and that P > K. Zf 
rank Wi=mi, 1 <i<J- I (<K), andrankZi=N, 1 <i<P, then 
RanX*xE,. 
This time, Zi indicate n, x N matrices whose (j, k) components are defined 
bJ7 (tk 9 @ij)Q _ 
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Remark. It is clear that a relation Ran X* c Sp{$, ; 1 < i <K, 
1 <j< mi} holds. 
On the basis of Proposition 5.1, we can state 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that rank H, 2 mi, 1 < i <J - 1, in addition to 
the conditions of Proposition 5.1. Then, there exist ak, pk E GQ, 1 < k < M, 
and constants et, IC > 0 which ensure an estimate 
II Wll < c,e --Kt{~,A:UOI/ + ~b,ttQh 
for each solution u(t, x) of (2.1). 
t > 0, 
Concluding remark. In Section 4 we have employed the hyperbolic 
equation (2.5) as our,functionai observer. This is because we had to separate 
o(A) completely from o(B) to define the operator X. Let us consider the case 
where the functional observer is a parabolic equation in H given by 
z(0) = zo. 
Here, B is a self-adjoint operator in H whose spectrum is discrete, consisting 
of eigenvalues 0 > p1 > pu, > .s. , limi+,o pi = -co, of finite multiplicity. If 
appropriate conditions are supposed on disgi, a(A)), i > 1, for separation, 
the operator. X can be defined in the same way as (2.9), and then a 
stabilization result stronger than that in Theorem 4.1 can be obtained. 
Proposition 4.2 is important in order to choose the vectors X*p, freely in 
E, when designing the feedback operator .D. In what,follows,. we will show 
an example in which Proposition 4.2 no longer holds, as far as a finite- 
dimensional system is considered as an observer. 
Consider a case where m, = I, 1 < i <J- 1. Suppose that on/~ one sensor 
W(X) is available. Suppose further that wi =‘(w~, se. lvimj) # 0, i > J. The 
functional observer is then given by (5.1) with N = 1. The operator X iti 
Section 5 is calculated as follows: 
where f (A) is given by @:(A -A.)-’ U, w). Therefol,e, if f(ai) = 0, I < i < P, 
it follows that u E Ker X.-Set ui = (uil .a* Uimi); thenfi$,) = 0, 1 < I< P, is 
equivalent to 
.JiP-1 
c+ c + c 
I 
‘“; ‘+‘:” (Wi, Ui) = 0, 1 <Z,<P. (c.1) 
i<J i=J i>J+P I I 
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Set 
A = 
I 
(4 + CY i-+J,...,J-t P- 1 
Pi + Izi ; 1 1 l,..., P 1 . 
Then, the above relations are written as 
(WJ, UJ) 
A 
i : h-1: U.f+P-1) I 
=qu, ,... ,UJ-, f uJ+p ,... ), 
where U is a P x 1 vector. Since det A # 0, we find that (c. 1) is equivalent to 
(wi,ui)= [A-‘U(u ,,..., uJ--ly~J+P ,... )jipJfl, J<i<J+P- 1. (c.2) 
It is easy to find u E L’(B) that satisfy (c.2). Choose any (u, ,..., uJ- 1) # 0 
andui,i>J+P.Ifui,J<i<J+P-1 aredefined,forexample, by 
Ui=/wil-2 [n-‘U(U’,...,“,_*,U,+,:...)li-J~’ wi7 
u defined as above satisfies (c.2), i.e., (c.1). Therefore, we conclude that 
Ker X & E,, i.e., Ran X* 6 E, . 
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